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Haven’t the time to write a paper but want to get something published? Then read on!

This section offers readers the opportunity to submit informal contributions about any
aspects of animal technology. Comments, observations, descriptions of new or refined
techniques, new products or equipment, old products or equipment adapted to new use,
any subject that may be useful to technicians in other institutions. Submissions can be
presented as technical notes and do not need to be structured and can be as short or as
long as is necessary. Accompanying illustrations and/or photos should be high resolution.

NB. Descriptions of new products or equipment submitted by manufacturers are welcome
but should be a factual account of the product. However, the Editorial Board gives no
warranty as to the accuracy or fitness for purpose of the product.

What 3Rs idea have you developed?
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Background
Emma was invited to write an article as a 3Rs
champion in NC3Rs ‘Tech 3Rs’ Issue 5, November
2019.

Here is her response describing how she has used an
automated system to reduce how frequently mouse
cage bedding is changed without compromising
cleanliness.

Introduction
Our unit opened in 2017, during the procurement of
new equipment we had the opportunity to purchase a
digital ventilated rack system from Tecniplast UK. The
cages are referred to as the Digitally Ventilated Cage or
DVC. This system uses the data collected by sensors
below the cage to flag when to clean out based on the
change in an electromagnetic signal. To have this
functionality we first needed to create an algorithm
during a learning phase.

The learning phase: devising an
algorithm
We held a meeting to agree what warranted a cage base
change based on pictures to avoid being subjective. We
referred to the Home Office Codes of Practice for the
housing and care of animals bred, supplied or used for
scientific purposes (HOCoP) for advice on husbandry
practices to set our criteria, balancing hygiene and the
importance of olfactory cues to rodents and their need
for control over their environment.1

We started the trial, noting when the cage reached the
point it required a base change. We assessed air
quality, what proportion of the cage base was wet and
whether the animals still had choice over their
environment and their ability to show spatial separation
of different behaviours such as nesting and excretion,
for example their nest was free of faeces. During the
‘learning phase’ we asked our Named Veterinary
Surgeon (NVS) and Home Office inspector (HOI) to
check that they agreed with our assessment.
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We used ammonia level testing to ensure it remained
safe for the animals. The ‘Small Animal Ammonia
Sensors’ were from Vet-Tech Solutions.2

We were surprised to find that for up to 6 weeks,
animals housed in pairs continued to remain looking
clean and dry on visual inspection and that ammonia
levels stayed ‘low’ on the test strips, meaning,
ammonia levels were 0-1 ppm which has been reported
safe for mice.3

Using the algorithm
The algorithm was developed by Tecniplast and applied
the definition of dirtiness determined by Cambridge
during the learning phase. Now when we log into the
DVC interface on our laptops the system automatically
flags to us when the cage base needs changing.

The cage environment is measured by the DVC’s
sensors and the systems software combines different
parameters to make an automated decision whether a
cage base needs changing taking in consideration:

1. Time since last bedding change.
2. Moisture level evaluation.
3. Number of animals in the cage.

The frequency of cage changing has changed
dramatically which we have found to have many positive
impacts:

– Animal welfare by reducing stress related to cage
cleaning.

– Reduced use of consumables, saving money.
– Reduction in the number of cages technicians are

cleaning per week.
– More time for technicians to carry out other tasks

for example animal interactions such as handling
habituation and cage improvements such as
enrichment rotation.

– Useful tool for training new technicians objectively
as to which cages need cleaning, previously training
took longer because the criteria were very
subjective and took time to learn.

We observe the mice are noticeably calmer and
perform more complex and naturalistic behaviours
such as nest building which is echoed in the feedback
we receive from users and visitors to the facility; Gaskill
et al. 2013 reported the direct correlation between the
quality of their nests to their welfare.4

How did you develop your idea?
This idea came from the desire to reduce animal stress
to a minimum.

Mouse activity is impacted by standard animal handling
procedures such as cage-changes, showing that such
procedures are stressors impacting in-cage activity.5 An

Figure 1. We attribute the complex nest structures like
the one pictured above created by a C57bl/6 lone stud
male to the reduction in cage base changing frequency,
meaning the animals and nests are less disturbed.

increase in heart rate is acknowledged as a measure
of stress.6 When moved to a clean cage, a rodents’
heart rate increases twofold for over an and for this
reason it can be argued as one of the most stressful
procedures.7

For example Gerdin et al. (2012) in an interesting study
comparing venesection for blood sampling, which
involved nicking the tail with a sharp blade, reported a
rodents heart rate to raise for 35-40 minutes to a cage
base change causing a longer rise in heart rate of 45-
60 minutes.7 Another study by Duke, Zammit and
Lawson (2001) also showed an increase in physical
activity.8

Therefore, HOCoP recommends ‘Too frequent changing
of enclosures should be avoided’ which inspired our
review of our cage cleaning procedures when we
purchased the DVC.1

What are your future plans?
In collaboration with Charles River Laboratories, we
plan to take routine Bio-Burden samples to ensure that
while the cage appears clean and ammonia levels
‘low’, bacteria levels in the cage do not reach unsafe
levels9.

The HOCoP recommends that “transferring nesting
material, but not soiled bedding, can be useful in order
to maintain odour cues.”1 Animal care staff in the
facility rotate the nesting material given to their rodents
resulting in a variety of materials being transferred
during cage cleans and becoming incorporated into the
animals’ nests. For example, Datesand Ltd Aspen
Wood Wool was adopted as one of the materials
offered on rotation, an idea gained after Technicians
from Mira attended RSPCA/UFAW 25th Rodent and
Rabbit Welfare Meeting in October 2018.
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